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FINAL ABSTRACT

CRADA Title: Materials Modeling

CRADA Number: LA94C10167

The primary purpose of this Cooperative Research and Development Agreement

(CRADA) between Los Alamos National Laboratory and Molecular Simulations, Inc.

(formerly Biosym Technologies, Inc.) was to create a set of computer modeling tools

called the Lattice Model System (LAMS) that would accelerate the development of new

materials. This set of materials modeling codes would model the atomistic properties of

oxides, metals, and semiconductors and would be used to calculate the properties of

polycrystalline materials. These models would not only incorporate the atomistic details

of actual materials but would also capture the structural complexity of the materials in

terms of their grain structures, diffision, grain growth, and deformation and fracture

properties. Principal project tasks were the structuring of microstructure modeling and

related methods in a form appropriate for commercial release, the development of user-

oriented graphics interface and analysis software, and the optimization of the materials
modeling codes to run on a massively parallel computer environment. The grain growth

modeling module was in development when the collaborative project was prematurely

terminated because of a tiding shortfall. Thus, the complete set of materials modeling

codes, the Lattice Model System, was not developed.
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Final Report
For

Department of Ener~ Grant Number DE-FGO1-96EE15658

Submitted by Jeff Rose
President of PEZIC

We began rapid charging in 1990, with the purchase of PEPCO. When we first tried to introduce
product to the market, the mentality of the battery manufacturers was “you can’t rapid charge a
battery”. This was the first difficulty we experienced. We had several difficulties in trying to
develop new charging systems. A sizable investment had been made in PEPCO’ s TURBO-Z
charging system. A major shortcoming of the TURBO-Z was its lack of flexibility. It was
impossible to modifi the system without a significant redesign. The goal of this project was to
create a system that is more flexible than previous systems, and thereby reduce the development
cost of new systems. The concept started with the idea of using a common control board that can
operate chargers with different inputs and outputs.

The original grant write-up was for the design and development of a flexible battery charging
control board. This control board would be designed to adapt easily to changes in output power,
changes in input power, and have a modular design that allows addition and removal of circuit
components. The main goal was to build a control board to function with high frequency
switching power supplies. lt was anticipated that this development would have a deliverable of a
control board design, software, and prototype hardware. It was anticipated that the circuit board
layout would be completed and we would possibly have prototypes or even have a production
circuit board made as the project deliverables.

The actual development process turned out to be a little different than the anticipated
development. We believe that the actual end product is much better that the anticipated end
product. This improved product is the result of our company and engineers having some
flexibility during the design process. We began writing the grant application in 1993. Since that
time, our company has endured significant changes. We have moved from a primarily
manufacturing organization to a research and development organization. This move to an
emphasis on research and development is a iogical transgression in light of the industry we are
now pursuing.

We expect to continue the R & D for the near future. With an extensive background in rapid
charging, we have identified areas that we believe are critical for the emerging electric vehicle
(EV) industry. We have significant patents that we believe will be required in the near future as
the EV industry emerges. We are positioning our company to take advantage of the future EV
products. Our involvement in the EV industry indicates that our product development is on the
right course. Our product, which may be required by industry, will rely on the work performed
during this project.

ANTICIPATED GRANT TASKS
When we began seeking funds for the development of a flexible control board, we were
addressing problems that we had been encountering. We had been working with several battery
manufacturers that had been insisting on changes in our battery charger, the TURBO-Z, or its
charging software. The TURBO-Z had an e-prom (erasable-programmable read only memory)
microprocessor. Our method of modification was to make guesses, relying on considerable
research, as to the needed improvements in relation to the battery manufacturers
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suggestions/requirements. Next, we would send. the changes to the programmer. The programmer
would then make the required changes in the software and later burn the changes into the E-Prom.
Finally, we would make engineering changes to. the software as testing would indicate was
needed. This was a very slow and costly approach to programming.

Although in 1988 the TURBO-Z was the state of the art fast charger, we encountered
insurmountable difficulties when trying to modify the charger hardware. The TURBO-Z could
only charge a 36-volt battery pack. There were several markets that utilized this voltage.
However, it was difficult to take advantage of the other markets with the rigid design of the
TURBO-Z. We could not change its input from 220 volts, and the output was pretty much fixed
also. Significant redesigns were required to change the inputs and outputs of the TURBO-Z. The
need to try and penetrate other markets, along with new product development, were the reasons
that the grant tasks were written to develop a flexible control board.

The grant tasks specified the anticipated steps of development and the final product. The grant
project proposal specified the development of a flexible control board that would overcome the
rigid design of our past products. This control board would be designed to adapt easily to changes
in output power, changes in input power, and have a modular design that allows addition and
removal of circuit components, The main goal was to build a control board to function with high
frequency switching power supplies. We expected the future would require near unity power
factor for charging hardware, which can only be achieved with a switching power supply. The
original grant tasks were:

1. Define the system
2. ‘Define the controls
3. Design the circuit board
4. Write the micro-processor code (programming)
5. Build the prototype control board
6. Functionally test a prototype battery charger

The anticipated deliverables of the project were:

1. Prototype Flexible control board
2. Software for control board
3, Schematic design of control board
4. Prototype charger

ACTUAL GRANT PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Since the time the grant project was written our company has underwent a complete restructuring,
The TURBO-Z product has been terminated. The TURBO-Z product was extending battery life
significantly, and in some cases the battery life would be doubled. This created conflicts of
interest with the batte~ manufacturers in the TURBO-3 s targeted market. We did not receive
significant negative campaigns from the battery manufacturers until they realized we were
extending battery life significantly, some four years into market penetration. The battery
manufacturers began a no warranty campaign for batteries charged by our charger. We were
unable to resolve these conflicts of interest and were forced out of the market.

As we perceived, in 1995, that the golf market was a dead end, we had several choices of
direction. We could pursue new markets, keep trying to penetrate the golf market, file lawsuits, or
liquidate. In 1995, the company was acquired by one of the partners, Jeff Rose, and one of the
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engineers, Joe Cates. Both of these engineers decided the best approach was to pursue new
markets.

In penetrating new markets, our past experience indicated that we had more design problems than
just the need for a flexible control board. At the onset of this restructured company, we were
contracted by Fisher-Price to develop a rapid charger for their POWER WHEELS product. While
this project delayed the completion of the Grant Project here, it did give us new insight into
charger development. They had specified that the rapid charger product had to be within the

$25.00 price range. We designed a rapid charger that would charge their batteries in one and a
half hours from full depth of discharge to full recharge. This would be the fastest lead–acid
battery charger every sold commercially. The price of this charger delivered to Fisher-Price was
quoted initially at $28.49 each with volumes of 50,000 per year. We anticipated we could reduce
this cost as the project progressed. Battery life remained an issue, Again, we were increasing
battery life substantially and this would create a reduction in sales of Fisher-Price batteries.
Fisher–Price was not interested in selling this charger commercially. We suspect that their
decision was based on several factors. One of which was an inter-company product displacement.

The development of the POWER WHEELS system gave additional insight into the development
process. Not only did we not have a flexible system, but the time required to test and write the
software was significant also. Considerable discussions were held with the development
engineers about what was needed in order to develop a rapid charging system cost effectively.
The design engineers thought we had overestimated the cost of development for a flexible control
board, and there should be sufficient funds to build needed test systems. Although we knew these
test systems would be valuable, our primary need was a flexible control board during the grant
writing process.

It was determined that we could build, in addition to the flexible control board, a charging
platform with test equipment, a load simulator, and a power supply. The test equipment was
designed to be an interfacing computer that could control the power supply. This is a great
advantage in the development of battery charging equipment and software. Now, with the
development of this test equipment we can modi~ the software on the computer, which
eliminates the slow programming process of the TURBO-Z. We now can test the charge profiles
on the test stand before we program the battery charger microprocessor. The computer has the
basic charge profiles programmed into it. We merely make the necessary modifications, connect
the appropriate power supply, and let the computer monitor the charging process. The computer
will monitor the charge profile, the power factor, the efficiency, the number of cycles, and the
temperature. Other viriables can be monitdred as needed. Also, the test stand can monitor the
variables in conjunction with the usage of the control board, so the flexible control board or the
test stand can control the charging while the monitoring is in place. The load simulator can reduce
the need for buying a battery for the development process. Sometimes it is valuable to evaluate
the charger electronics and treat the battery as a black box. We have developed a small power
supply for testing the circuit board and the test stand.

The actual deliverables of this project are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A flexible control board (bread board prototype stage)
A computerized test stand (completely packaged and functional)
A load simulator
Software to control test stand
Software to control flexible control board
Schematic designs of control board
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7. Schematic designs of test stand
8. Prototype control board and charger

The design engineers believed that a production control board would need to be modified to work
with the complete system being designed to, so the control board was only developed to the
breadboard stage. The power supply has performed functionality tests with both the prototype
control board and the test stand.

COMMERCIALIZATION OF PRODUCT
Since the introduction of the TURBO-Z charging system in 1988, the battery charging industry
has experienced a small revolution. It is now generally accepted that fast charging does not hurt
batteries, and in some cases battery life is actually extended. We are involved with our peers in
several organizations. Our involvement, since 1995, in the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) has maintained our contact with advanced charger companies such as Lockheed Martin,
Shott Power, Norvik, Northrop Grumman, and AeroVironment. Our company has had a voting
member, since 1995, on both the SAE’ s Charging Systems Task Force and the Electric Vehicle
Charging Controls Committee. These committees are comprised of the Automakers and their
suppliers. These two committees are setting the national standard for EV charging. Other
organizations, such as EPRI, DARPA and SCAT, have helped to keep us involved in developing
products for commercialization.

It is our opinion that none of these companies, who manufacturer advance chargers, are currently
making any substantial profits from advanced battery charger products. At most these companies
are breaking even on their charger development. They may break even by selling small volumes
of product to the automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMS). The Automotive OEMS
electric vehicle product is one of only a few that requires fast chargers. Our experience has lead
us to believe that most other markets are not very interested in the rapid charger concept. Non-
automotive product manufacturers may not be interested for various reasons such as product
displacement, competing products, and cost. We have realized that the introduction of a rapid
battery charger into markets such as the Fork Lift indust~ can mean selling fewer vehicles. If a
fast charger means a vehicle can operate longer and charge less, the operator needs fewer
vehicles. The battery charger manufacturers currently making money are the low cost ferro-
resonant type products. However, there are several techniques to market a product designed for
OEM products.

The approaches to marketing advanced battery chargers are selling direct to the OEMS or selling
direct to the end consumer. Starting in 1988, we began selling directly to the end user in the golf
and utility vehicle industry. We failed miserably using this approach. The problems we
encountered ranged from product problems, which we acquired, to misinformation by the OEMS.
The stiffest competition we encountered was from the battery manufacturers. While this approach
did not work in the golf industry, it may be successful in other industries. The golf industry has
four primary OEM companies. In other industries, we can market directly to retail outlets such as
Sears and ToysRus. These chains may have more influence on the manufacturers. We may still
encounter the product displacement issue from OEMS. Should we be decreasing OEM sales of
batteries or chargers, they may not want to sale our product, but there should be less resistance to
product displacement through retail outlets than from OEMS. This approach will require
considerably more funds than we currently have available. We may seek these funds from an
outside source to pursue this approach.

I
The next approach we have is to market directly to the OEMS. This approach is more price and
need oriented. The manufacturers will only consider your product if it is the same or better
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quality at a cheaper price. Alternatively, OEMS will buy your product if they are not able to
acquire needed technology elsewhere, and sales here are determined on a need basis.

With the introduction of companies like Lockheed into our market, it is a very competitive
industry. We are not able to match the financial power of these organizations, hence their entry
into these markets. We must rely on our intellectual proper&. Currently, we have three patents
and are pursuing a fourth. We have a considerable lead over most of the companies now entering
the advanced charger business, and this lead has given us some nice patents. The question is
always “how strong are these patents”. Unless a patent is strong, it offers little protection. Our
strongest patent is for a capacitive coupler.

One reason we are reluctant to introduce rapid chargers to the market via retail outlets is the use
of conductive couplers. A great example of this problem is the recent plight of the Fisher-Price
POWER WHEELS product. In 1998, Fisher-Price recalled ten million of these electric cars for
children. They cited problems with the fuse and the conductive coupler. Since we developed a
rapid charger for this product, we have a little insight into this problem. Apparently, this product
had some coupler problems at some point in time. Their products charger has one ampere of
electricity output. Any rapid charger we consider would conduct more current than this one amp,
The charger we developed for the POWER WHEELS product carried six amps. This simple
increase in current is a considerable obstacle for conductive couplers. The simple idea of contact
heating in conductive couplers is the main driving force in our target market selection.

In order to explain this market direction, it will help to look at the physics of the couplers
conductive contacts to explain, We believe that this physics will prove that we have the superior
product. Consider the electrical contacts of the conductive coupler. Now, the power (heat) at the
electrical contact points is defined as:

Heat =12 * R

Where 1 is the current and R is the resistance of the coupler contacts. R is clear that as the current
increase the heat rises in a quadratic manner. This is illustrated in figure 1. The arc shows the
relation of the rise in heating (y axis) of the contacts as the current is increased (x axis). It is
obvious that as the current increases the heat will increase at a much faster rate. Our experience
indicates that conductive couplers are very problematic.

D
x

Heat

Y

Current

Figure 1

For this reason, we have been reluctant to try and penetrate markets without the support of an
OEM. We believe that continual service is required to keep the conductive couplers in proper
working condition. This service is best provided by the OEMS.
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We have developed a product to beat the problem of contact heating. Our product, the capacitive
coupler, does not seem to have as extreme of a heating problem as conductive couplers.
Conductive couplers have an increasing resistance problem. The resistance of the electrical
contacts increases over time with exposure to ‘environmental elements. This problem is the result
of contamination of the contact interface. This contamination can be from dirt, silver oxides, and
silver sulfides among others. The least reactive material to use is a silver compound for the
coupler contact area. The use of silver reduces contamination due to oxides. The contact problem
occurs from the bonding of oxides and sulfides to the silver contact surface of the conductive
coupler. These bonded atoms are difficult to remove and create substantial resistance, and the
problem is made more complex by the movement of silver due to exposure of hydrogen and
friction. Over time these problems cause the contact resistance of the conductive coupler to
increase., and the conductive coupler will get extremely hot as the output power increases.

Our proprietary capacitive coupler is not as affected by these contaminants. The thickness of the
oxides is not significant enough to create heating in a capacitive connection. The thickness of the
oxide and sulfide films is usually no more than several angstroms. The capacitive coupler will
experience dirt in the interface, but the removal of dirt is not as difficult as the removal of thin
films. Also, it will not experience the problem of moving silver. The resistance of the capacitive
coupler is defined as:

And the impedance is:

xc=~
2nyc

Where, D is the dissipation factor, R is the equivalent series resistance,j is the frequency, and C is
the capacitance. The heat of a capacitive coupler can be calculated as in the above equation, but
we expect the resistance to ,be lower in the capacitive coupler than in the conductive coupler when
a time dependent exposure to environmental elements is considered. The heating in the capacitive
coupler is easier to control than in either the conductive coupler or the inductive coupler.

Once all the variables in these couplers are known, the physics is pretty simple, We feel that our
coupler will eventually prove superior to both the Inductive and Conductive Charging Systems
for transferring high current. So, we feel that our obvious target market is towards the high
current product applications. The most obvious need for high power is in the on road electric
vehicle market. We are currently trying to solicit funds for the development of our Capacitive
Charging System. In May of 1999, we answered a Department of Transportation and DARPA
solicitation for advanced transportation products, We were unsuccessful with our project
proposal, but we did receive positive feedback from DoT. According to SCAT (Southern
Coalition for Advanced Transportation), DoT liked our idea because it was substantially different.
They wanted more information on the materials requirements and more details about the power
supply requirements. After having submitted numerous proposals, we feel that this was very
positive feedback. We are optimistic about our chances of securing funds for our product
development from DoT.
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We believe that we will develop our Capacitive Charging System. The work done for the
Department of Energy in this project will be a major factor contributing to the development of
this system. We have developed the control board to be adaptable to the development of the
Capacitive Charging System. Weexpect to contract out the development of the power supply.
The development of the high frequency power supply is currently beyond our ability. Some
organizations have developed similar systems for the inductive charger, and this will make the
development less expensive. When this development is complete, we will have a capacitive
coupler and a complete charging system for sale. We expect that the complete system
development will cost around $600,000.

After development of our Capacitive Charging System, we expect to have several products for
sale. We hope to have a range of output chargers and a capacitive coupler. It is anticipated that
the automotive, electric bus, military, and heavy equipment OEMS will purchase these for units
testing. The unit sales price should be around one dollar per watt for the system. So, a 100 kW
system would cost about $100,000. We expect to develop a modular designed Capacitive
Charging System, and it will require a flexible control board to integrate the various input and
outputs of the chargers. We will try and develop a range of capacitive chargers from 7 kW to 600
kW. This will be the highest power range of battery chargers ever built. Our initial capacitive
charger power supply will be targeted for 100 kW. We will stack these power supplies in 25 kW
increments, so that we should actually have 25 kW3 50 kW, 75 kW, and 100 kW power supplies
available for sale after our initial Capacitive Charging System development and test.

Initially, we expect low volume sales of this product. We consider it unlikely that the OEMS will
change their product before the 2003 model year. In 2003, the automakers must sell about
200,000 units to comply with their agreements with the California Air Resources Board (CARB).
With this many EVS on the road, any connector problems will arise quickly. The OEMS have
tested only small numbers of conductive couplers to date. We are a small start-up company with
limited resources, and it is only prudent that we approach one market at a time. We feel that the
high power battery charging market is where we have the greatest advantage. We will try and
penetrate the evolving electric vehicle market using all of our patent and intellectual knowledge
that we have acquired, Should we not be able to secure funding, we will move into other markets
eventually.

With the development of a test system, we have the ability to perform battery testing and product
development for OEMS. We recently proposed to test Blue Bird’ s electric bus batteries. Blue
Bird had mentioned that they are not getting adequate battery life from their electric bus batteries.
We have had discussions about our experience of increasing battery life through charging. Blue
Bird is interested in continuing the talks at our fall SCAT meeting in October, They want a total
systems approach. We are interested in proving that we can increase battery life through rapid
charging. The development of the test stand gives us an inexpensive approach to testing battery
life and other variables.

An indicator of our ability to succeed is our ability to partner. To date we have created an
impressive alliance towards our goal. The addition of the material experts at Clemson University
has been a real boost. Both Dr. Singh and Dr. Poole are tn.dy experts in the field of high dielectric
constant materials. The interest of the Army Tank Command’ s Advanced Concept Team has
given our project credibility. The involvement of Georgia Tech’ s Frank Lambert has been an
inspiration. Frank is the chairman of EPRI’ s Infrastructure Working Councils and the SAE
Electric Vehicle Charging Controls Committee. He is also the program manager of Georgia
Tech’s National Electric Energy Testing Center (NEETRAC). These organizations coordinate
and veri& the communication between the EV chargers, the EV, and the electric utility
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companies. NEETRAC is currently testing the implementation of the SAE ENERGY TMNSFER
SYSTEM FOR ELECTMC VEHICLES, J2293, the standard for EV and charger communication.
A very important milestone was our partnering with DoE on this project and its subsequent
deliverables. As DoT recommended, we are now in the process of securing a power supply
manufacturer, We have received interest about our Capacitive Charging System from many
groups including BMW, GM, The Army Tank Command, SAE, and Blue Bird Buses. We
continue to promote our product to the automotive companies with our involvement in the SAE.
The feedback we have received from the major automotive OEMS indicates that the inductive and
conductive couplers are performing far from ideal. While it should be expected that any coupler
transferring several hundred amps will experience problems, we believe that our capacitive
coupler will experience significantly less problems that its competition. Our problem is we still
cannot sell prototypes, but we are getting closer.

We all appreciate the Department of Energy’ s attitude and understanding in our endeavor to
create product that is both risky and rewarding. While a start-up company has enormous inherent
risk, our success is dependent on the support that DoE has given our company while performing
this project. For, without this project we would have had considerably less hope of marketing a
successful product.
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‘SCR Connectors O1.doc” 30 August 1999 EBA Co. Lexington, KY<

,

~~ ~~~~~ ( Comects to DB25S on Shunt i Junction Box. )

1. &ound. Connected to safety ground and to negative battery terminaL
2. 0 to +1OV to control charging current.
3. Charging cw-rent control signal common. (At ground potential.)
4. Shunt+. (At ground potential.)
5. Shunt -.
6. Batte~ voltage+. ( Re. Shunt i-.)( From power module via lk ties resistor.)
7. 0 to + 5 V signal representing shunt current, ( Re. Ground. May have zero offket. )
8. Zero Crossing. ( Idlehi~+15 to +20 volts. Goes low during zero crossing.)
9. SCR Trigger.

Idle OV. -t-5Vto fire. Or drive 2. to + 10 V and pull 9. down to OVfor idle and high z to fire.

10. Phase output to trigger XX ( Jumper to pin 9 for vokage cam-o! of current.)
11. C. Rly 1. ( Reiay contacts to wntrot AC power to charger.) ( SQl module puts + 19 VDC on this pin.)
12. N.(). IUy 1. ( Control may also pull this line high to +5Vto turn on AC.)
13. 0 to +10 V to eontrd discharge pulse current.
14. Discharge current cakrol common. ( At ground potential)
15. Discharge pulse eontrd ordoff +. ( Optocoupier detector collector.)
16 Discharge puke cormol on/off -. ( OptOeoupler detector emitter. )

External pulse timing signal. Leave 14, 15 open ifusing oscillator in discharge module.

17. Discharge puke train not enable. ( TTL levels. Active low.)
Enables oscillator in discharge module. Leave open ifprovidiag external timkg for puke.

18,
19.
20.
21. 12 V AC. AC power line via transformer in power nmduie.
22. +5V IX power. Sourced by power module.
23. ?-12V DC power. “ “ “ .
24. -12VDC pOWtX. “ “ “ .

25. Ground.

X? DE9S (Conneets to DE9P on Discharge %&e Moduie.)

1. Ground.
2. 0 to +1 OVto control discharge pulse current.
3. Discharge current ccmtroI cummon. ( At ground potential.)
4. Discharge pulse control on/off+. ( Optocxmpierdetector collector.]
5. Discharge pulse control orI/off -. ( Optocoupler detector emitter. )
6. Discharge pulse train not enable. Tie to ground for internal pulse timing.
7.
8. -i-12VDC power. Input to discharge pulse module.
9. Ground.
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‘fPCTS XX Edge G2.dot” 30 Aug 1999

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

33.

34.

37.

38.

39.

40.

44.

46.

50.

60.

64.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

Ground.

Ground.

DC+ \W. @tput Power for relay coil.

ReIay Driver. Output. Pulls Down.

Relay On Signal. Input. High activates relay.

Battery +.

SC!RGate Output.

Fire SCR Input. Active10W.

Fire SCR Output. Active high.

Fire SCR Output A.ctkwIow.

Fire SCR Input. Active high.

Groud

Current Control Input. oto+lov.

h-o GusaingOutput.Activelow.

CurrentOutput Signal. Amplifiedshunt voltage.

ShuntNegativeInput.

12 VAC fiorn transformer.

-fransforlner CT.

12 VAC floin tnmsformer.

Ground.

Ground.

.

.
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***** Prelimina~: Ver. 03. k Process! *****<

Fiexhle Battery Charger Cor?frcdBoard

l%ww Modu}e hfetiace: Shyx# Desm-ipfioo

These signals provide the imerface between the control board and the power module(s), as wel~as the test stand. A
junction box may be used to connect the power module and test stand to this interface connector. Scaiing for the
signals is provided by the pow-ermodule or junction box. The values shown here are for a module sized to charge 12
v, 10 A.~r batteries from ~ ~~oVms ]ine,

1. DAC B OUT

3. DAC A (XJT

5. PRECISION V

9. CURRENT

11. ACV

2...20. AGND

39. S(X TRUE

41. RELAY

42. FREQJN

37. DIG. OUT 7

23. DIG. OUT O

25. DIG. OUT 1

24. DIG. IN O

26. DIG. IN 1

28. DIG. IN 2

43,44. D(HQD

45,46. +5V

Oto + 10 Volts. Output. 2k ohm drive capability. Controls discharge pulse current.
2.4 /v.

Oto + 10 Volts. Output. 2k ohm drive capability. Controis cbargng current
SCR module response is non-linear. Approx. 14A at +10 V.
Set to +10 V if using SCR TRUE signal to control SCR timing.

010 + 5 Volts. High impedance input. Represents battery voltage.
0.25 times battery voltage through resistive voltage divider.

Oto +5 Volts. High impedance input. Represents battery current.
250 mV / A. DC offset at zero current must be measured and subtracted fiorn current.

Oto + 5 Volts. Fiigh impedance input. Used to measure AC power line voltage.
Fed half wave rectified AC through resistive divider. Approx. 3.8 V peak for 120 V line.
Has some zero offset due to diode drop.

Analog Ground. ( Even pins only.)
Connected to power module control common.

Open collector TTL output. Low to irdibit SCR gate current. Used to controi SCR timing
dKectly.

Switch to high impedance at correct moment to fire SCR.
M.Ist be high impedance when using voltage cmtrol of charging current via DAC A OUT.

output. TTL pull doq 2.2k pull up to +5V. Controls AC power relay.
High for power on. ( Relay may not be implemented on ben~h SCR power module.)

Input. Input R>= 1k Feeds zero crossing detector.
Source will be 10k resistor to 12VRMS.

Output. Discharge Pulse Not Enable. Low enables discharge puke trairk
Logic Ofor pulse train on. TTL levels. O.C. with 10 k PUUup to +5V

Status 1. Output. Active Low. TTL Ievels. O.C. with 10 k pull up to +5V.

Status 2. Output. Active Low. TTL levels. O.C. with 10 k pull up to +5V.

S% ’1.Input. Active Low. TTL levels. 10k pullup to +5V.

SXY2.Input. Active Low. TTL levels. 10Icpullup to +5V

S1%-3.Input, Active Low. TTL levels. 10k pullup to +5V

Common for status and switch signals.

Output. Power for interface circuits.
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Ekfro Dynamics EIatiwy Charger Ti2sf Stand

Measurement Cycle Sequence

Most of the measurements are made by the CB DAC board’s 16-bit AK. With itsinput multiplexer it
measures the battery current and voltage, the various thermocouple temperatures ard the battery cell pressure.
The thermocouple inputs are fed through a second multiplexer (MUX) which feeds one input on the CR DAC
board. AC line values are measured by a module which is accessed through a ( serial ) com port.

Each measurement cycle takes one set of measurements, calculates results, displays the results on the screen
and saves the restdts to a disc file. This software is interrupt drive~ with two sets of hardware timers plus com
port interrupts issuing interrupts. The software is designed so each cycle may begin before the previous cycle
has finished; they can ovedap, As soon as a given cycle has reached the point when all of the data has been
taken and the calculations have begu% the next cycie can begin ta.bg data.

Several measurements take quite a bit of time. The AC line measurement module ( 0S1 DSP-007 ) has a
variable response time to a request for a new measurement, as Iofig as 205 ms. The rest of the analog
measurements are made via the CB DAC board ( Computer Boards CIO-DAS6402/I 6 ) which takes a large
number of measurements ( 8192 ) over a 300 ms period. This allows averaging to be used to reduce noise and
AC line ilequency components in the results, as well as accurate peak and RMS values to be calculated for the
battery current. ISRS take data fi-omthese sources as they beeome availabie and save them in buffers for use by
the calculation routines. Double buffering of the data makes it possible for new data ffom the next cycle to be
saved in one buffer whife calculations, display and disc storage are underway on data from the other buffer.

The hardware for measuring the battery current and voltage provides for zeroing+mt DC offsets. An extr%
zeroing, data acquisition cycle is run near the beginning of each measurement cycle. This cycle is shorter, oniy
512 data points and running for only 18.75 ms.

During the 300 ms data acquisition cycle, the thermocouple MUX input is signaled to scan all eight of its
inputs. Several measurements are made from each input for averaging.

MEASUREMENT CYCLE SEQUENCE OUTLINE

AC measurement module signaled to take AC.he measurements.

Battesy DC measurement inputs zeroed. ( Data acquisition cycle.)

CB DAC board takes measurement set. ( Data acquisition cycle.)

Calculations made on CB DAC measurements.

Calculations made on AC measurements.

Calculated vakses displayed on screen.

Calculated values saved to disc.

SEQUENCE DETAILS

Startup for repeated measurements:

The TSUCBI.RuriMeasure procedure runs the continuous measurement cycle. It first does some setup stuff,
then talk the TSWBAS.StartPacer procedure to initiate the continuous measurement cycle. When the operator

presses the ESC key to stop the ine~surements, RunMeasure calls the TSUBAS.SlopPacer procedure.
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Ek@ro Dynamics Battery Charger Test Stand

The StartPacer procedure starts a free running timer on the PCL836 counter-timer board which then
repeatedly starts measurement cycies at regular intervals. ( 05/99: presently set to start one once per second, )
The PCL836 timer activates a hardware interrupt, IRQ11, Int73. This timer continues to run until StopPacer is
called.

Sequence of events for each measurement cycle:

The ISR for Int73 is TSUCBlInt73Handler. This ISR calls TSUBAS.StartTirner and
TSUCBI.%rtMeasurernentCycle.

The StartTimer procedure sets-up and starts a free running timer on the PCL812 board. This 16-bit timer is
set for 100 us resolution. It is used to time many events during each measurement cycle. R is also used by the
replacement DELAY( ) procedure.

Each call to StartMeaurementCycle begins a single rneasurementidispiay/record data cycle. This procedure
does the following:

Calls TSUCOM,TriggerACMeasuretnents to send a quiery to the 0S1 DSP-007 AC measurement module.
The DSP-007 will take a measurement set and respond with the new data. This response is accepted by the com
port interrupt routine and stored in a buffer for access Iat& in the measurement cycle,

Sets-up for the beginning of this measurement cycle, including flagging the fact that the next data acquisition
cyc!e will be a zeroing cycle with 512 data points.

Calls TSUCBI.StartDataAcqCycle to put the CB DAC board to work on the zeroing data acquisiticm cycle.

The StartDataAcqCycle procedure sets-up the CB DAC board and starts its on-board pacer, T2, via a call to
TSUCB2.hlitializeCbPacer. The CB DAC board then takes a set of measurements and saves these data in a
buffer using hardware interrupt IRQ1O, Int72.

The L$Rfor Int72 is TSUCBI.Int72Handier. This ISR both transfers the data taken by the CB DAC board
and initiates several other measurement functions.

The DAC board issues an IRQ once its FIFO buffer becomes half full ( 512 data points ). The IX then
moves the riew data to a RAM buffer. Since this is a Zeroing acquisition cycle, the ISR next calis the
TSUCBI.FinishZeroing procedure.

FinishZeroing does the setup for a regular data acquisition cycle, then calls StartDataAcqCycle to begin the
measurement data acquisition cycle, of 8192 data points.

At this point the next data acquisition cycle maybe started.

As with the zeroing cycle, the StartDataAcqCycie procedure sets-up the CB DAC board and starts its on-
board pacer, T2, via a call to TSI.JCB2.InitializeCbPacer. The CB DAC board then takes a set of measurements
and saves these data in a buffer using hardware interrupt IRQ1O,Int72.

AgaiZ the ISR for Int72 is TSUCBI,Int72Handler,

The D.4C board issues an IRQ every time its FIFO buffer becomes half full ( 512 data points ). For each of
these interrupts, the ISR moves the new data to a RAM buffer. Every other time it also steps the thermocouple
MUX to the next thermocouple input. Once data for all 8192 data points are transferred, this ISR calls
TSUCBLFinishMeasurementCycle.
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Battery Charger Test Stand

FinishMeasurementCycle does the calculation, display and disc save. First it has the battery current and
voltage measurement hardware zero the inputs so the zeroed values can settle. It turns off the CB DAC board
interrupts. It alternates b~een the two buffers for’the data fi-omthe CB DAC board. For the calculations, it
calls TSUCOM.CJ-unchACMeasurements, TSUCB2.CrunchTemp, TSUCB2, CrunchPressure and
TSUCB2.CrunchBattery. A call to TSUCB2.MeasureDisplay Scm displays the new values. A call to
TSUCB2.WriteDataL&e sends the data to the disc file.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

6.
7.
8.
9.

11.
12.
13.
14.

20.
21.

23.
24.

25.
26.

27.
28.

1
1
1
I

***** ~er= ~q *****

Battery Charger Test Stand

Connector forCharger Under Test

~~~~ DC37S on test stand. DC37P on Shtmt/.Tumtion Box.

knalog Common.
krrent Control. ( Oto + 10 V.) Sets charging current when test stand is controlling charging.
>ischarge Pulse Current Control. ( Oto + 10 V.) Sets discharge pulse ( “whine” )current when test stand is
%nalogCommon. controlling charging.

3attery Common.
3attery Voltage. (Oto+lo v.)
3attery Current. (+- 100 mV.)
3attery Common.

Sensor Common. ( System Ground.)
+ 5 Volts. ( Sensor power.)
Sensor 1. ( P’notosensors to detect status o’iLEiX on charger front panel.)
Sensor 2. ( Si-gxdsare 5V CMOS.)

Discharge Pulse On/Off +. Controls discharge pulse timing when test stand is controlling charging.
Discharge Pulse On/Off -. ( Transistor output optocoupler,)

Relay 1 Contact. ( N.O. contact pair,) Tlis relay normall y used to control charger AC power cuntactor.
Relay 1 Contact.

Relay 2 Contact. ~?4.0. contact pair.)
Relay 2 Contact.

Relay 3 Contact. ( ?4.0. contact pair.)
Relay 3 Contact.

These connections are used both for testing complete chargers, where the extemai charger control board is controlling the
charging and also for testing with the test stand controlling the charging.

Each group of connections is ekctricaliy isolated from the others. Each group is also isolated from system ground,
except for the Sensor 1, Sensor 2 group.

~~~~ DA15S on test stand. DA15P on Battery Simulator/Discharger.

1. Analog Common.
2. Control Voltage. ( Oto +10 V.)
3. Analog Common.

9. Digital Common. ( - side of optocouplers.)
iO. Discharge On /OfX ( Transistor optocoupler, pulls down-)
11. Function: Simulator-/Discharger. ( Transistor optocoupler, pulls down. )

Each group of connections is electrically isolated from the other. Each group is ahw iso!ated from system ground.
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1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15,
16

17.

18
19,
20
21
22
23

DE9

1.
2.
3.
4.
5,
6.
7.
s.
9.
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***** v(s~* OS *****

Batiew Charger TestSand

Contro! Connector for Charger Power Module

~~~~ DB25S on on Shunt I Junction Box- DB25P on Power Module.

Ground. Connected to safety ground and to negative battery terminal.
Oto +1OVto control charging current.
Charging current control signal common. {At ground potential.)
Slumt+. (At ground potential.)
Slmnt -.
Battery voltage +.( Re. Shunt +.) ( From power module via lk series resistor. )
Oto + 5 V signal representing shunt current. ( Re. Ground. May have zero offset. )
Zero Crossing. ( Idle hig~ +15 to +20 volts. Goes low during zero crossing.)
SCR Trigger.

Idle OV. +5V to fire. Or drive 2. to + 10 V and pull 9. down to OVfor idle and high z to fire.

Phase output to trigger SCR. ( Jumper to pin 9 for voltage control of current.)
C. Rly 1. ( Relay contacts to control AC power to charger.) ( SCR module puts -i-19 VDC on this pin.}
N.0. My 1. ( ControI may also puli this line high to +5V to turn on AC.)
Oto +10 V to control discharge pulse current.
Dkdmrge current control common, (At ground potential.)
Discharge pulse control otioff +. ( Optomupler detector collector.)

Discharge pulse control on/off -. ( Optocoupler detector emitter, )
External puke timing signal Leave 14, 15 open if using oscillator in discharge module.

IMharge pulse train not enable. ( TTL levels. Active low.)
Enables oscillator in dkcharge module. Leave open if providing external timing for pulse.

12 V AC. AC power iine via transformer in power module.
+5%”DC power. Sourced by power module.
+12V DC power. If

24. -12V DC power. “

25. Ground.

DE% on Power Module. DE9P on Discharge Pulse Module.

Ground.
Oto +1OVto control discharge pulse current.
Discharge current control common. (At ground potential.)
Discharge pulse control on/off +. ( Optoeoupler detector collector,)
Discharge pulse contro~ on/off-. ( Optoeoupler detector emitter. )
IXschargepulse train not enable. Tie to ground for internal pulse timing.

+12V DC power.h-puttodischarge pulse module.
Ground.
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Modele

Power

Input
E’haee

Voltage

Y 1.1401-1,-2

} 36KVA

901.1402

2.7 KVA

901-1403-1thr’u45

4.0 KVA

1

230 voke (nominal)

1, 3

115volts (nominal),uniaolatad
116/230 volts (nominal), isolated

230 voke (nominal) singie phaee
120/208 volts (nominal) 3 phase

Po-400 Hz (nominal) 00-60 Efz(nominal) 50-60 X2 (nominal)Frequency

‘/output
Phase

Voltage

1

Selesteble ranges: 0.135V or O-270V
Regulation: +/- 1%of full scale

1,3 (aelecteble -4 & -6 model)

~

lectable ranges: 0-135V or O-270V
gulation: +/. 1%of full scale

Selectableranges:
O-135Vor O-270V(-1 model)
O-135Vor O-3W5V(-2 thru -5)
R8gulatiom +/. 1%of fill ecale

Current 10ampa maximum - low range

j
ampa maximum. high range

20 ampa maximum - low range
10 amps maximum - high range

-1 model and 1 phaae etdected:
30 ampa maximum - !ow range
15 ampe maximum - high range
-21-9model and 9 phaeo selecbd
10 amps maximum . low range
5 ampa maximum - high range

4p-500 Hz, +/. .019t regulation
I

Froquoncy 46.500 Hz, ++ .01% regulation 40-300Hz, +/- .01% rfrffulation

1501ation ~ptional / Output neutral to
$oumk 150Vmax. allowed

Standard /Output noutraJ to
ground 160V max. aUowed

StandnrW Output mmtral to
ground 150V max. allowed

THD %

Efficiency

Weight (lbs.)

$ize (incheo)

I
O5%mflximum (at fidl load)

> 0?4(at maximum load)

6! (.1),43 (-2)

0.5% maximum (at fidl load) 0.5% maximum (at full Iomt)

>8(?% (atmaximum load] ~00% (at maximum load)

112 168- J.73

l~WX16D X 5,26H
( 9W for rack mount)

I

,

17W x 1611x lQ.60H
(19Wforrack mount)

17W X 16D X 15.76H
(19W tbr rack mount)
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Models

Minimum Clearances

/

.

Environmental Requkemente:

Temperature
Operating

Non-operating

Altitude
Operating
Norr.operating

Humidity
Operating and
Non-operating

Appendix A - Specifications (con%)

901.1401-1,-2 901-1402 901.140S-1thru .5

J?ronti6“ Fronti 6“ (air intake) Frank 6n (air intake)
Rear: 6“ (au exhaust) Rear: 6“ (air exhaust) Rear: 6m(air exhaust)
Sides: 2“ (air intake) Sides: 2“ (air intake)
&Xtmn: 1“ (air intike)

Sides: 2“ (air intake)
Bottom: 0’

Top: O“
Bottom: o“

Top: O TOWO“

0° C to +40° C (+320 F to +104° F) 0° C to +40° C (+32° F m +104° F) 0° C to +40° C (+32° F to +104° F’)
To +55° C (+131° F) at To +66° C (+191° F) at To +55° C (+191° F) at
26%KVA de.rating 25%KVA de-rating 25%KVA de-rating

.400 C to +71° C (-40° F to +1$0° F) -40° C h +71° C (.40° F to +160° F) .400 c t0+7ioc(-4oo F tot160Q F’)

To 4,000 me~ra (13,716 feet) To 4,000 mebra (13,716 foot) To 4,1K10tnetern (13,716 feet)
To 16,240 mehre (60,04)0feet) To 15,240 meters (50,000 feet) To 15,240 mdorfi (50,000 fed)

90% non-conderming 90%non-condensing $0% non.condemdng
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DIGITAL POWER MONITOR

CA.LIBRJ!ATE COiMNIANDS CI,C2,C3,CA ST’X ADDR C A ETX
CHibratkm commands are used for factory calibration.

If re-calibrated’by Me user then the factory calibration will be changed.

Program Enable Feature (hits pr.odwed after 10/!38)
Program parameters are stored in EEROM non-volatife memory. After programming it is desirable
To ‘lockout” any further changes. This is accomplished as ioliows: To enable programming,
connect a short !ength of wire between teninals number 2 and 3. After setting needed parameters remove the
jumper.

Calibration of measurements is accomplished by applying a fixed, stable source of volts and amps of required
accuracy (such as a Rotek Model 800A, cr equivalent). The DSP instrument is sent a command string which
causes the applied inputs to be establish~ as reference values for cakclation of FHvfSVoifs, Amps and Watts..

Voltage measurements are referenced to line-to-neutral inputs. Generally the line -to-neutra~ input voltage applied
for calibration is chosen to be the Iine-to-fiie voltage rating multiplied by 0.575. E.G. (If Vrating =600 use 345,
240 use 138, f 20 use 69, etc).

-Additional commands use for calibration of DSP products.
These communication commands are intended for use by factory technicians
to implement calibrath cd the instrument.

COMMAND: Cl STX ADDR Cl ETX
Sets calibration to present value of input of phase 1 volts, amps and watts.

COMMAND: C2 STX Af3DR C2 ETX
Sets calibration to present value of input for phase 2 volts, amps and watts.

COMMAND: C3 STX ADDR C3 ETX
Sets calibration to present value of input for phase 3 votts, amps and watts.

COMMAND: CA STX ADI)R CA ETX

Sets calibration to present value of input for all three phases of volts, amps and watts.

COMMAND G STX ADDR G, ETX

GET CALIBRATION CONSTANTS

Response STXnnnnn,nnnnn, nnnnn,nnnnn,r&nnn, nnnnn,nnnnn,nnnnn, nnnnn,~
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OUTLJNE AND MOUNTING

1234566A

dill

mm~

i
+4+4*+4

7
!

0.25 JUMPER {SkIORT) GC,19

NOTE TERMINALS 2-3
TO ENABLE PROGRAMMING.

1. CASE HEIGHT - 5.50 REMOVE BEFORE INSTALLATION.

connections

CONNECTION To
3 PHAsE/4 WIRE

CIRCUIT w
z.

Li

L2

COMMUNICATIONS
XNWCTICN3

{ J

Es
S1G PIN

+-5V 2
COM 1
TX+ 4
TX- 5
RX+ B
RX- 9

_/’

COMMUNICATIONS
CONNECTIONS

L3

u
115
VAC
INST

POWER

c1
4
0
-l

CONNECTION TO
3 PHAsE/3 WIRE

CIRCUIT ~
(USING THREE z

CURRENT TRANSFORMERS) z

N

L1
L2

L3,

NQTE 1 - CONNECTION OF DEVICE VOLTAGE NEUTRAL TO SYSTEM NEUTRAL IS RECOMMENDED BUT’
NOT REQUIRED. IN THIS CONFIGURATION ALL THREE PHASE CURRENTS ARE MEASURED ANCI individual.
PHASE POWER 1S DEPENDENT ON SYSTEM VOLTAGE BALANCE iF NEUTRAL IS NOT CONNECTED. TOTAL
POWER ACCURACY IS NOT DEPENDENT ON VOLTAGE BALANCE.

CONNECTION -m
3 FWASEU3WIRE “

cFKxN-F- (L-1
(USING TWO ~IL2

CURRENT TRANSFORMERS) I L3
\

NOTE 2 – 12 CURRENT IS DERIVED BY TH!S CONNECTION AS 12 = –(I1 -t 13)
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Digital Inpufs

42. DhT O / AD Pacer In,
43. DIN 1 /AD Gate AD Trigger.
40, DIN 2 / CTRO Gate.
44. DIN3.
45. DJN4.
46. D~T 5.
93. DIN 6.
94. DIN 7.

Analog Inputs.

2, 3. InO.

4, 5. Inl.

6, 7. In2.

& 9. In?.
10, 11. In4.

12, 13. In.5.

14> 15. In6.
16, 17. In7.

19, 20. In8..
21> 22. w.
23, 24. In10.
25, 26. Inl 1.
27, 2S. In12.

29, 30. In13.
31, 32. In14.
33, 34. In15

Analog OutpWs.

Digital outputs Chassis Gnd

85.
86.
87.
88.
95.
96.
97.
98.

52, 53. In16.

DOUT O. 50.
DOUT 1. 100.
DOUT 2. 89,
DOUT 3. 91.
DOUT ‘4.
DOUT 5.
DOUT 6.
DOUT 7.

54, 55. Irl17.

56, 57. In18.

58, 59. In19,
60, 61. In20.
62, 63. Ln21.

64> 65. h22.
66, 67. In23.

69, 70, Ln24.
71, 72. In25.
73, 74. In26,
75, 76 In27.
77, 78. In28.

79, 80. In29.
81, 82. In30.
83, 84, In31.

Low Level Grid.

1.

51.

18.

68.

Pacer, Trigger

42. AD Pacer III. / DIN O.
43. AD Gate. AD Trigger.

:Dm 1.

35. DACOGrid.
36.- DACOOut.
37. DACI Grid.
38. DACl Out.

.J

.i
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(lxmkr I’irner,
,——

—
—

39. CTROC& In.
40. CTRO Gate / DIN 2.
41. CTROCM.

Misfx#kH-lews.

90. + 12 volts out.
92. -12 Voks (ht.

48. + 5 volts @It.

47. -5 Volt Ref Out.
49. SSH Out.
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